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ENDYMION: BOOK I.

THING OF BEAUTY
IS A JOY FOR EVER:
ITS LOVELINESS INCREASES;
IT WILL NEVER PASS INTO NOTHINGNESS;
BUT STILL WILL KEEP A BOWER QUIET FOR US,
AND A SLEEP FULL OF SWEET DREAMS, & HEALTH, & QUIET BREATHING.

THEREFORE, ON EVERY MORROW, ARE WE WREATHING A FLOWERY BAND
TO BIND US TO THE EARTH,
SPITE OF DESPONDENCE, OF THE INHUMAN DEATH OF NOBLE NATURES,
OF THE GLOOMY DAYS, OF ALL THE UNHEALTHY AND O’ER-DARKENED WAYS
MADE FOR OUR SEARCHING.

YES, IN SPITE OF ALL, SOME SHAPE
OF BEAUTY MOVES AWAY THE PALL FROM OUR DARK SPIRITS.

SUCH THE SUN, THE MOON,
TREES OLD & YOUNG, SPROUTING A SHADY BOON FOR SIMPLE SHEEP;
& SUCH ARE DAFFODILS.
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Sire Degrevevant, & theynke & thanke
ORD GODE IN
Trinite,
Yeef home hevene
for to se,
That lovethe gat-
mene and gle,
And gestys to
fede.
Ther folke sitis
in fere,
Shulde mene herkene and here
Off gode that beffore hem were,
That levede on arthede;
And y schalle karppe off a knyght,
That was both hardy and wyght,
Sire Degrevevant that hend hyght,
That doughty was of dede.
Was nevere kyngh that he fond,
In Fraunce ne in England,
Myght sette a schaft of hyss hond
One a stythe stede!

YTH kyng Arrtor, y wene,
And wyth Gwennor the quene,
He was known for kene,
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THE WOOD BEYOND THE WORLD
Chapter I. Of Golden Walter and his father &c.

A WHILE AGO THERE WAS A YOUNG MAN DWELLING IN A GREAT AND GOODLY CITY BY THE SEA WHICH HAD NO NAME LANGTON ON HOLM. HE WAS BUT OF FIVE AND TWENTY WINTERS, A FAIR-FACED MAN, YELLOW-HAIRED, TALL AND STRONG; RATHER WISER THAN FOOLISHER THAN YOUNG MEN ARE MOSTLY WONT; A VALIANT YOUTH, & A KIND; NOT OF MANY WORDS BUT COURTEOUS OF SPEECH; NO ROISTERER, NOUGHT MASTERFUL, BUT PEACEABLE AND KNOWING HOW TO FORBEAR: IN A FRAY A PERILOUS FOE, & A TRUSTY WAR-FELLOW. HIS FATHER, WITH WHOM HE WAS DWELLING WHEN THIS TALE BEGINS, WAS A GREAT MERCHANT, RICHER THAN A BARON OF THE LAND, A HEAD-MAN OF THE GREATEST OF THE LINEAGES OF LANGTON, AND A CAPTAIN OF THE PORTE; HE WAS OF THE LINEAGE OF THE GOLDINGS, THEREFORE WAS HE CALLED
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this is the history of Godefry of Bolyne and of the conquest of Jerusalem.
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